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The study of dynamical systems originated: as a. topolbgi
—
cal analysis method In the field of stability theory concern-
ing autonomous ordinary differential equations.. Consequently,
much of the research effort has been concentrated in- the. area
of differential dynamical systems.. The dynamical system is
not restricted by definition to differential systems,, and
the results presented here were obtained without hypothesiz-
ing differentiability of the dynamical system. Some of the
results were previously known for the differentiable case
and were merely extended to a larger class.. Others, were not
previously known.
The most significant results were that the level sur-
faces of Lyapunov function for a compact asymptotically
stable set in R are orientable (n-1) -dimensional generalized
closed manifolds, that every asymptotically stable periodic
trajectory in R 3 is tamely imbedded in R 3 ,. and that a perio-
dic dynamical system on a compact 2-manifold is equivalent
to an S1 action.
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I. BACKGROUND
A. DIFFERENTIAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
A dynamical system is defined to be an ordered triple
(X, R, tt), where X is a topological space,. R the set of re all
numbers under the usual topology, and tt a map. from X*R into'
X with the property that
1. ir(x,0) = x for every x in X",.
2. ir[TT(x,s),t] = ir(x,s+t) for all x in X" and s,t in R,
3. fr is continuous on X*R.
If no ambiguity arises, the symbol tt is often deleted.. Thus
TT(x,t) is written simply as xt
.
The origin of the study of dynamical systems,, and the
example one can perhaps most readily visualize,, lies in the
study of steady-state flows in Euclidean space; I.e., a fluid
flow in which the velocity x of a particle is completely
determined by its position x in space. If the velocity is
described by a continuous function f :R -*-R ,. then a map
tt:R xr-vr is a particular solution to the autonomous ordinary
differential equation x(t) = f(x) and is, of course, differ-
entiable. (Here Tr(x Q ,t) = x(t;x ) = x„ + /Jf o X ( s )ds ) If the
space X is a manifold and the map u is differentiable,. then




Many theorems on dynamical systems have included! differ—
entiability in the hypothesis where. It was convenient:: to: the.
proof, although differentiability Is not inherent in. a dyna-
mical system as defined. Indeed,, dynamical, systems: have: been
written on function spaces without defining a notion, of:" differ-
entiability (for example, the Bebutov Dynamical Systems [1]).
As a physical example and an area of application, of: this;
study, consider the airflow In the vicinity of a thin. air-
foil section at supersonic speed. As a particle transits
the shock wave , it undergoes an abrupt change in velocity
(the shock wave may be considered a line of discontinuity
in velocity). Yet, if it is a map which describes the posi-
tion of a particle at time t, where the position is x at time
0, then it is clear that an open disk about xt contains the
image of an open disk about x and an open interval about t.
Thus it is continuous but not differentiable , and (R 2 ,R,tt) is
a nondifferentiable dynamical system.
In this context it should be noted that this thesis is
concerned primarily with stability properties of compact
invariant sets, and the system just described contains invari-
ant sets only at the leading and trailing edges of the air-
foil section, and these are known to be unstable.. However,
if one subtracts the free-air velocity vector and considers
only the circulation about the airfoil section.,, one finds.
periodic orbits whose stability properties may well be worthy
of investigation by application of the results presented here.

C. STABILITY IN TEE SENSE QF LYAPUNOV"
Given a dynamical system (X",E,.tt),. there. Is. defined for
each x In X a trajectory (or orbit ) Y(x) ,. where.
Y(x) = {y e X: ; at z R 3 y = xfc}}..
The positive semltrai ectory Y (x) and the negative semitra-
j ectory y (x) are defined similarly,, but replacing R" by the




The positive limit set A (x) is: defined by
A
+
(x) = |y e X:- b{ t^} in R t t^-Kc and xt^yl.
The negative limit set is similarly defined, replacing +
by - where it appears.
If K is a nonempty compact subset of X,, the set"
A(M) = {x e X:A+ (x) ¥ and A^Cx^M}
is called the region of attraction of M.
A given set M is said to be (Lyapunov) stable if every
neighborhood of M contains a positively invariant neighbor-
hood of M. If In addition A(M) is a neighborhood of M, then
M is said to be asymptotically stable .
It is a well-known theorem due to Lyapunov that asymp-
totic stability of M under a differential dynamical- system
is equivalent to the existence of a Lyapunov function on A(M)
(The properties of such a function are discussed in. Section
II A. 1 of this paper..) In. 1966,. F.W.. Wilson, Jr .. character-
ized [2] the structure of the level surfaces of Lyapunov

functions for certain asymptotically stable, sets.. In view
of the existence of nandifferentiable dynamical systems ,. it
seems appropriate to extend Wilson.' 's results: v/her.er possible-




A. CHARACTERIZATION OP LYAPUNOV LEVEL SURFACES
1. Defining the Lyapunov Function
Let f(x,t) be the solution to the: autonomous ordinary
differential equation x = F(x).. Then. a Lyapunov function to
characterize the stability properties of. a: compact connected
set M on a domain D is usually defined as:a:CL scalar^ func-
tion V on D which satisfies
a. V(x) = if x c M 3 . and V(x) > if x £ V.
.
b. v(x) = (d/dt)Vtf(x,.t)]| t=0 - grad Vx «F(x) <
on D~M,
c. V tends to a constant (possibly infinite) at the
boundary of D ..
This definition does not make sense in the nondiffer-
entiable case (X,R,f), since if f is not differentiable
,
then (in general) neither is the composition of V with f
.
It Is necessary to modify the definition in order to adapt
the theory of Lyapunov to the more general case.. N.P. Bhatia
and G.P. Szego have provided ([3],- V'.. 2.10 and V..2.11) a
basis for such a modification.
A continuous scalar function f on a set N. is said to
be uniformly unbounded on N If for any positive, real." number
r, N contains a compact proper subset K such that" for. all.
x t K, f(x)>r.
In what follows, a Lyapunov function for a compact
8

asymptotically stable set M! is defined as a continuous uni-
formly unbounded function <£:A.(M)-HR such, that
a. c()Cx) = if x £ M,. and <J>(xO > 0: 13T»: fUW,.
b. cf)(xt) < 0(x) if xj K and t > 0"..
The existence of such a function $ is: guaranteed
([31, Theorem V. 2.10)
.
If c is a positive real number,, then, a level" surface
<(> of a Lyapunov function $ is defined to be: the set' of- all
x in A(M) such that <j>(x) = c .. The interior r(<J>: ) of." a level
surface (j> is the set of all x in A(M) such that <J>(x)<c.
Similarly, the exterior E(<Jj ) is the set of" all x in A(M)
such that $ (x) >c .
2 . Asymptotically Stable Sets in General
In what follows, the dynamical system (X,R,7r) is
assumed, H Is a compact asymptotically stable, subset of X,
<f>
is a Lyapunov function on A(M)
,
and c is a positive real
number
.
The following lemma justifies the introduction of the




Choose x £ $ and t>0.. Then <J)(xt)<c. By uni-
form unboundedness of <£ , there is a y e A(M)
such that <j)(y)>c Then
<|> QA (M) -cf) I is discon-
nected at c . Continuity of $. implies that
A(M)~<j> Is disconnected. ||





The corollary follows directly by virtue of.
uniform unbouncledness of
<J>
and the Tact that
A(M) is a neighborhood of M.. ||
A subset S of X is called a section of (X,R,tt) if
for each x in X there is a unique x = x(x) with the property
that xt(x) £ S. If A is a subset of X,. S is a section on A if
the domain of x includes A.
The following is a key lemma for theorems on the
level surfaces of Lyapunov functions
:
Lemma 1. 2:
<f> is a section on A(M)~M.
—
c
Let x e A(M)~M. If (jj(x)>c,. then asymptotic sta-
bility of M on A(M) implies the existence of
a t>0 such that 4>(xt)<c. But tt( { x} * [0 ,t ] ) is
an arc, and Lemma 1.1 implies the existence
of a x e [0,t] such that xx e $ . On the other
hand, if <J)(x)>c, then suppose <{>(xt)<c for all
t. Then A (x) is a subset of I(cf> ) ,. which is
in turn a subset of A(M) . But A~(x) is closed
and invariant, and must therefore meet M.
(See [3], II. 3. 4) But for all y £ Y~(x),
<£(y)>4>(x)>0, so for all z in A~(x),.
<J>
(z ) >t$> (x) >0,
which implies A~(x) does not meet M.. The con-
tradiction shows that for some x £ R,. xx £"<t>
c
"
Finally, If tJ»(x)=c J then x=Q will suffice..
To show uniqueness of x, let t be such that






If t<x, then <Jj(x:t) <$(x.t ) .. Hut:
4>(xt) = c{)(xT)=c. Then t/Jx, and t/ x, so t-x.,.
and x is unique
.
|
It is sometimes convenient for the sake off visualiza-
tion to consider cj> connected. The justification for doing
so may be seen from the following discussion.. FUrsd;.,. it is
knov/n ([3], V. 1.22) that if X is locally compact and locally-
connected, then M has a finite number of components:,, each off
which is asymptotically stable. Further, if M'1: and" M'2. are
two components of M, then there is no x in X such, that A (x)
is in both Mi and M 2 , since A (x) is connected.. Then. A(M L)
does not meet A(Kz), and each region may be considered
separately
.
Throughout the remainder of this thesis it is assumed
that X is locally compact, locally connected, and that M is
connected. Since M is a compact subset of a locally compact
space, there is a neighborhood N such that M^N^KM),. and N
is compact. Further, since M is asymptotically stable, there




pact space, hence compact, and





Then 6 is compact. Bhatia and Szego have shown
([3], Lemma IV. 2. 8) that if K is a compact section of extent
T, then t is continuous en tt[Kx (-t ,t ) ] for all positive t<T.
In this case t is continuous on tt C c{; x(-t,t)l for all. positive
t; hence 1 is continuous on A(M)~M..




Lemma 1 . ^ : Every component K" of A(M)~M con—
tains exactlv one comDonent C of d>" . More-
a e z^
over, C separates K, and C is a section on K .
A(M) is invariant, since if x z X and t z R,
then A+ (x) = A+ (xt). Thus x z A(M)=»A+ (x)nM
? 0. Then(^t)e R, A+ (xt)nM ? 0=stft e R,
xt e A(K). Let K be a component of A(M)~M.
Every trajectory y in K meets (j> exactly once,.
since <£ is a section on A(M)~M.. Since y 1st
connected and K is maximal, y meets 4> in K..
Then $ is a section on K, and separates K by
the argument in Lemma 1.1.. Mow $ n K is a
(strong) deformation retract (T^l, p.- 66)
of K under the retraction r:K+<}> HK defined by
r(x) = xx(x) and the homotopy h:K* [0,1 ]-*({> K
defined by h(x,t) = 7r[x,tT(x)]. Then <j> nK is
a deformation retract of a connected space,,
hence connected. ||
It is assumed henceforth that A(M)~M is connected,
unless the contrary is clear or specified.
One of the more significant results in Vinson's pa-
per ([2], Theorem 1.2) was that if X = R
n
and M = {0}, then
<j> is a homotopy sphere. This raised the question whether
the hypothesis of differentiability were nontrivial and, more
generally, "Under what conditions on n and M" will 4> be an
(n-l)-manifold?" A space X is said to be locally contractible
at a point P if every neighborhood U about P contains a
12

neighborhood. V about P such that V" is aontractible: in IL.
.
If X is locally contractible at every point,, then X is lb
—
cally contractible .
A subset S of a metric space M is called' free if -' for.
any e>0 there is a continuous mapping f ::S^M such that SHf:(S.)
= 0, and. for each s e S, the distance from s. to: f(s) is: less
than e
. R.L. VJilder has established [51 that for n=2 or 3,
every locally contractible free subcontinuum of:' R 'which.
separates R is an (n-l)-manif old ,. and Q61 that for n>3,-
such a subcontinuum is an orientable (n-I)-dimensionai. ge
neralized closed manifold.





freedom of 6 follows directly from the fact that
<J>
is a
section (Lemma 1.2). That $ is a locally contractible
subcontinuum is established by constructing a Peano con-
tinuum of which
<J) is a deformation retract.
c
Theorem 1 : Let M be a compact,, connected.
,
asymptotically stable set under (R ,R,tt), and
a Lyapunov fun<2tion on A(M ). Then <t>~ is an
orientable (r. -I)--dimensional ge'neralized
closed manifc Id. Moreover j :if n = 2 or n == 3,
then 6 is an (n-l)-manifold ..
—x-c
It will suffice to show that $ is a locally
contractible subcontinuum of R .. First.. <j>-
'
Y c
is a deformation retract of A (II ) ~I1 under the
retraction r(x) = xt(x) and the homotopy h
defined by h(x,t) = tt[x ,t x (x) ] . Choose e such
13

that < e <p{ <J> , MuCE
n
"A(M)]} ,. and cover
<f> with a finite number of e-spheres TS T m "c K xi-,e iMl





Then P = V S
, ^ is a Peano continuum and
locally contractible . c|j is a deformation.
retract of P under hlr^i rn , -,.. Then <t> is1 |P} X L0,1] v c:
a locally contractible subcontinuum of P,
hence of R .
3 . Critical Points
The special case treated by Wilson's theorem as men-
tioned above: i.e., when M is a singleton, is now extended.
to nondifferentiable dynamical systems:
Theorem 2 : Let (R ,R,tt) be a dynamical sys-
tem with asymptotically stable critical point
p. If <$> is a Lyapunov function on A(p), then
$ is a hcr.otopy sphere
A(p)~{p} is homeomorphic to R ~{o} ([3], Co-
rollary V. 3*5), and S is a strong defor-
mation retract of R ~{o} under the retraction
q(x) = x/|| x
I
and the homotopy g(x,t) =
'
i i 11 , -1
—7-
. Further, <b has been shown to. be
t||xj|+l-t r c
a deformation retract of A(p)~{p} under
r(x) = xx(x) and h(x,t) = tt[x ,.ti(x) ]'.. There
is a homeomorphism E::E ~{ Q}-*A (p ) ~{p} .. Let i'
be the inclusion map of ST ~ Into. R "{0},
and j the inclusion map of <{> into A(p)~{p}.
Since q and r are deformation retractions, it
14

follows that ioq is homotopic to the identi-
ty map I on R ~{o}, and jor is homotopic to
the identity map J on A(p)~(p}. Define
e:Sn_1 -x|) by e(x) = r®Hoi(xj, and f : <j> ^Sn_1
c ^
by f(y) = qoH-1 oj(y).
Then eof = r°H°ioqoH~ °j
-roHoH oj (ioq~l)
= roj (HoH-1 = I)
s J
Similarly, f°e ^ I. Thus there are maps e and
f between Sn~ and <j> whose left and right




In the particular case of an asymptotically stable
critical point in R 3 , Wilson was able to employ differentia-
bility to ensure that ft is homeomorphic to S 2 . (The Poin-
care conjecture, which asserts that a homotopy sphere is
homeomorphic to a sphere, was known to be true for
one-dimensional and two-dimensional different iable manifolds)
Without assuming differentiability one may obtain the same
result by means of a somewhat more circuitous argument.
Theorem 3 : Let (R 3 ,R,tt) be a dynamical system
with asymptotically stable critical point p ,
and let
ft
be a Lyapunov function on A(p).
Then
ft
is homeomorphic to a sphere .
ft
is a compact 2-manifold homotopically equi-





is either a sphere
or a connected sum of tori.. (See,, for example,
[4], Theorem 1.7.2. ) Let f::<£ -+S 21-fee. a homa^-
topy equivalence map, and let tt i.( 45 ) and
TTjCs 2 ) be the fundamental groups of $ and S~ 2y.
respectively. Then f induces an isomorphism
f.:TTi(<J> WiCS 2 ) (C4J, Theorem II. .8. .3). Then
tt ! ( tf> ) = tt i (S 2 ) = {lj r where {•!}• Is the group
consisting of the Identity.. Now the funda-
mental group of a connected sum of n tori is
a free group on 2n generators, and not {l}.
Then <$> is a sphere.
4 . Periodic Trajectories
Observing the "nice" character of level surfaces of.
Lyapunov functions for asymptotically stable critical. points
,
one is inclined to consider a critical point as a zero-di-
mensional invariant set, and to ask whether periodic orbits,
which are one-dimensional asymptotically stable invariant
sets, afford similarly nice level surfaces. Theorems 4 and
5 answer the question for n = 2 and n = 3, respectively.
Theorem 4 : Consider an asymptotically stable
periodic trajectory y under a dynamical system
(R 2 ,R,tt). If (ji is a Lyapunov function on
A(y), then 6 is composed of two circles,, one
of which is interior to the other ..
The Jordan curve y separates R 2 into exactly
two components, one of which is bounded. Let
16

I be the bounded component,, and E the. un-
bounded component. Since A(y) is a neighbor-
hood of y, it, too, is separated by y into
two components A.d and AcE... Let 6: .. be. the
^ x e ci
component of $ which is a section on A.,.
and
<f) the component in A . d> .. and <b are
ce ^ e ex Y ce
compact one-manifolds which are deformation
retracts of semi-neighborhoods of a circle,.
and are therefore themselves circles. Fur-
ther, <J> .cizint i- . ||
' ci ce "
Theorem 5 : If in the statement of Theorem 4 ,
R 2 is replaced by R 3
,
then <fc is a 2-torus .
Define for each non-negative real number r a
set K = (x £ A(y): $(x) 1 1/r} .. Then if a
and 3 are such that 0<a< 3 < °°, it follows
that K„ is a deformation retract of K , under
the retraction
r(x) =
tt[x,t(x)], if <j>(x) > 1/3
x, if <|)(x) < 1/6
and the homotopy
TT[x,t T (x), if <|>(x) > 1/3
[ x, if <J)(x) < 1/3
f(x) = - i
where t is the function which defines <&-.-,„ asl/p
a section on A(y)~*Y- Then the retraction map
r induces an isomorphism r Hi (K R )-*Hi (K ) ,
where Hi(X) is the first Cech homology group
17

on X. Further, y = n K , and try continuity
of Cech homology,. H L (y) = lim Hl(K' ) = H L(K ) ,
(X-*-<x> OC. p
for any positive real number 3... Let 3 = 1/c..
Then Hi(K1/ ) = S L (y) = Z, where Z is the set
of all Integers. Now $ is a compact 2-mani—
fold, hence either a sphere or a connected
sum of tori. Then K-, , = 1(6 5" =» K, , is1/c y c 1/c
either a closed solid ball or a closed cube:
vrith n handles.. Then H-, (X- , ) = ZT => K.. ,1 1/c 1/c
is a closed cube with one handle (a solid
torus). Then 6 = 3K n , is a 2-torus.lr
c 1/c "
B. TAMENESS OF AN ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE ORBIT
While a differentiable flow is inherently tame,, there
appears to be no such restriction imposed by the nature of
a dynamical system. Whether asymptotic stability might; im-
pose tameness was a question which arose in one approach to
Theorem 5. One characterization of tameness of a closed
curve in s 3 had been established by D.H. Edwards in [7].
Edwards describes a simple closed curve J in S 3 as having the
concentral enclosure property if S 3 contains a monotone de-
creasing sequence {B } of mutually concentric solid tori
with HB
n




are concentric If B* -B is the topological product of a. torus
and an interval.) In [71 he showed that J is tame -in S 3 if
and only if J has the concentral enclosure property and pier-
ces a disk at each point. W.C. Chewning proved that every
trajectory in S 3 pierces a disk at every non-restpoint ([8],
18

Corollary 1 to Theorem 1) .. The characterization, of.' the. level!
surfaces of Lyapunov functions, in Theorem 5 ther.ef.ore-. allows:
the following theorem:
Theorem 6 : An asymptotically stable periodic
trajectory y under (R 3 ,R,tt) is tamely imbedded
in R 3 .
Consider S 3 as the Alexandrov compactificat ion
of R 3
, and let h: S 3 ~{ca}+R 3 be a homeomor-
phism. Define 6;S 3 xR->S 3 by
i
a
if y = oo
h~ otoh(y) ,. if y / u
e(y,t) =
-1
Then (S 3 ,R,6) is a dynamical system, and a
periodic crdit in (R 3 ,R,tt) is homeomorphic to
a periodic orbit in .(S 3 ,R , 9 ) .. Now for each
positive integer n, define \\i = h (4>, , )
,
and define K = h_1 {x e A(y) : <|>(x) 1 1/n} .
Then each K is a solid torus, and K ~K . _.
n n n+2
= K ~K ,_ . The flow 6 establishes a homeo-
n n+2
morphism between \b ..x[-l.l] and K ~K ,~
,^ yn+l * n n+2 '
and clearly K Tint K -, for all n. ThenJ n n-1
h~ (y) = ^ K has the concentral enclosurew J n n
property, and by Chewning's result pierces a
disk at every point.. Then the theorem by Ed-
wards shows that h (y) is tame in S 3 .. Since
oj £ h (y), the homeomorphism h imbeds hoh (y)




A dynamical system is said, to he- periodic if : every
point Is periodic- In. LSI,. D.B.A.. Epstein proved that a
periodic differential dynamical system on: a: compact. differ-
entiate 3-manifold M can be written, as a~ different iable
action on K X S l Equivalently ,. a differentlabTe foliation
of a compact orientable J-manifold by circles is diffeo-
morphic to a Seifert flbratlon.. In. keeping ; with . the direc-
tion of this thesis,, the question" arose' whether replacing
"differentiable" by "continuous" would, merely change "dif-
feomorphic" to " home omcrp hie . " The proposition has. intui-
tive appeal, but at this writing remains unsolved.
Epstein's theorem does imply an equivalent result on
a compact 2-manifold, and that result can.be extended to
the nondifferentiable case.
Theorem 7 : Let M be a compact 2-manifold ,
and (M,R,tt) a periodic dynamical system on M .
Then there is a continuous map SrMxS 1 ^! such
that the orbits of (M,R,tt) are the same as
the orbits of 8 .
Before proceeding v;ith the proof it is necessary to
establish several lemmas.. The method of proof is similar
to that used by Epstein In C9].
Define a function A ::M-*-R such that A(x) >' 0,.xt :?*=x
for t £ (0,A(x)) r and xA(x) =- x... Then it is clear, that
for all t, A(x) = A(xt). In [9], Epstein showed that A is
lower semicontinuous , and that for any subset X of M, the
20

set of points of continuity of A | „ is an open subset of X.
Epstein's proof used differentiability only to select a
transverse (n-l)-manifold , and an arc section (which is known
to exist through any non-restpoint in a dynamical system on
a two-manifold) serves the same purpose in the proof. The
function X may be considered the "time-of-first-return func-
tion," or the "least-period function."
Next define a family of "bad subsets" B , indexed by the
ordinals, in the following manner: Bo = M. Having defined
B„ , let B^ , , = {x e B : X I _ is discontinuous at x}. If a
a ' ot+1 l a ' B J
a
is a limit ordinal, define B = o B .
' a 3<a 3
Lemma 7.1 : For each a > 1, B is a compact
,
invariant subspace of M, and the dimension of




dinal g such that B „ - ? and B g|1 = .
B ~B
,
, is the set of all x in B such that
a a+1 a
X is continuous at x. Then B ~B ... is open
a a+1
in B . Consequently, B
,
, is compact. Since
a a + 1
A is lower semicontinuous , it is the limit of
an increasing sequence of continuous functions,
and by the Baire Category Theorem discontinu-
ous on a meagre subspace; hence the dimension
of each B (a £ 1) is at most one. By choos-
er
ing x e B ~B ^-, , note that for a greater
a a+l
than the cardinality of the continuum, B =0.
a
Let y be the smallest ordinal such that B = 0.
r Y
By compactness, y is not a limit ordinal. Let
21

£ = y - I- Since X is invariant under, the
flow, each B is invariant ..II
a "
Lemma 7 . 2_ :: Let Y" M" be such that \\ Tr is con—
tinuous. Then every trajectory y in Y. is
stable in Y .
Continuity of X| y implies thai for every x in
Y, and every U open in Y about x, there is a
V open in Y about x. and a closed interval.
[a,b] in the positive reals,, such that for
every point y in V ,. X(y) is in [a,b]. Let
y Y, and choose x. e y, x -> x in Y, It } in3
' ' n l n J
R . Then there is a positive integer N such
that for all n > N,. x is in V . Assume
' n x
x + x in V . Then for every n, there is a
n x J '
t e [a.b.l such that x t = x t . By com—
n s nn nn J
pactness of [a,b], there Is a r in [a,b] such
that {i } clusters at t. Continuity of tt and
the projection maps on the product topology
of Y*[a,b] ensure that lim x x = 11m xx
n n
n n n





3 x^ + y} = Y . By ([3],
Theorem V.1.12), Y is stable in Y.||
Lemma 7 . ^ :: Let Y be a locally compact, invari- -
ant subset of M such, that xUr-is continuous..
i_Y
If qrY ->• Ky is the quotient map which identi -
fies each orbit in Y with a point, then q is
an open and proper map, and Ky is locally
22

compact, Hausdorf, and satisfies the second
axiom of countability . Moreover, if. Y Is of
dimension 1, then Kv is of dimension .
By Lemma 7-2.* each orbit y in Y. is stable...
Then every open set U about y contains an
open invariant set V about Y. Nov; q °q(V )
Y Y
= V ; hence q(V ) is open by definition of.'
Y Y
the quotient topology.. Then q is an open' map.
Let p be any point in the quotient space Ky .
By (.[3], Theorem IV.. 2 -9) there is an e >
and an arc section a of extent c containing
any y e q~ (p).. Now 7r[(anY) x (-e , e) J is a union
of arcs, and is a neighborhood of y in the
subspace topology on Y.. The map tt is a homeo-
morphism on (aflY) x (_ E , e) into M, since the
map ij; ( x ) = [xt(x), -t(x)], where t is the
function which defines a as a section, is
clearly a continuous inverse of the map ir. . If
Y has dimension 1, then tt[ (aHY) x (-e ,e ) ] has
dimension at most 1 .. But tt[ (aflY) x(-e ,e )] is
homeomorphic to (aHY)x (-e,e) , so (aDY)x(-e,e)
has dimension at most 1. Since (-E»e) nas
dimension l r and dimension is additive in. this
product topology ([10],. remark following the
Corollary to Theorem III k) i: (ap,Y) has dimen-
sion 0. Since q is an open map and Tr[(any)
x(-e,e)] is a neighborhood of y e q~ (p),
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It follows that qoTr[(ccnY.) x (-e,c) I is a neigh-
borhood of p in Ky . If 3 Is any arc in
7r[(anr)x(_£ r£L ) J y then. 2 meets an Y at. exactly
one point b, and b is not in any other arc: of:'
Tr[(anY)x(-e ,e) ] . Then q(b) = q(3); hence
qo7T[(anY)x(-e,£)] = q.(aflY) .. Therefore ,. q( anY")
is a neighborhood of p in Ky . Since Y is
locally compact j (anY") may be taken to be com.--
pact j so q| y is both an open map and a closed
map. Now let r e Ky , and let y = q (r) . .
Then X(y) < °°, and the fact that y meets anY"
at most once each 2c period imply that anY. is:
finite. Choose r,s in q(anY) .. Since aPY has
dimension 0, there is a separation P ©• Q of.
aPY such that q (r).is a finite: subset of. P,
and q (s) is a finite subset of Q. . Since P
and Q are both open and closed, q(P7) and q(Q)
are likewise both open and closed in q(any).
Then r e q(P), and s i q(P).. Since two arbi-
trary points in q(aP,Y) can be thus separated,
q(af]Y) has dimension 0.. The choice of the
point p was arbitrary, so the entire space
Ky has dimension. 0..||
The next lemma makes use of the theorem due to. K... Bos-
suk (a proof of which appears in [11 J, page. 3.^6):.
"Let X be a normal space such that. Xxl" is also normal.






has an extension Fa : X * S
11
,. then so also does f
a
;: in
fact, an extension P
r
can be chosen so that F
l
- F .."'
The proof of the next lemma,, and. that of Theorem 7",
:
re—
quire a notion of order on. S 1 . If T is a proper connected
subset of S
, then there is a homeomorphism h from II to an
interval of the real line. Then, an ordering on I may be
defined as the ordering on h(I). Thus if s and t are: in I.,
s < t if, and only if, h(s) < h(t).
Lemma 7 - 4 r Let Y" be a locally compact invari-
ant subset of M such that X| v Is continuous ,
and let q:Y =» Ky be the quotient map which
identifies each orbit in Y with a point in
the cuotient K, r . Then there is an e > and
„ y :
a map <f> :Y * S 1 such that for every x in Y and
t in (0,2e), 4>(x) < p(xt), and such that
qx<t>:Y "* K^xS 1 is a homeomorphism.ja
x
Let x £ Y, and let T = X(x). Then tt(x,T/2) is
a section of extent T/2 on y(x) , and the asso-
ciated t function is continuous on Y(x)~{x}.
Let <£ : Y(x) * S 1 (where S 1 is taken as the
reals modulo 1) be defined by
Then $ Is a continuous surj'ectlon, and the
map 4)
-1
rS 1 * Y(x) defined by <}3_1 (s) = ir(x,Ts.)
X X




4> Is a homeomorphism, and since q~£~Y(x)T_
is a singleton, qx$ :. T(x) -* q£Y( x«0 PSL1
:
is:
also a homeomorphism.. Further,.. Cor any y in
Y(x)
, y is a section of extent T/Z,, and
* o7r[{y}x(_T/2,T/2)] = S ' ~{ <f> °"ir(y ,T/2:) };.
.
Then for any t in (0,1/2), <£ (y) « <J>: (yt)..
Then <£ has the properties sought for the: map.
cf> in the statement of the theorem., Nov/ <j>:
may be extended to an open invariant neighbor-
hood U about Y(x), in. such manner that the.
x
'
extended function retains the desired
properties
.
The extension must be taken rather care-
fully. There is a section S, containing x,.
with positive extent e .. tt[S *R] is a neigh-
borhood A
x
of y(x), and since y(x) is stable,
Ai contains an invariant neighborhood A2.
Define a map f iS HA 2 -* R by the conditions
that f(x) > 0, < t < f(x) =$*xt t S P,
A
2 ,. and
xf(x) z S r A 2 . For any point y in S HA 2 , con-x x
sider any open subset C of tt[S^A 2 x {f(y)}]
HirCS HA 2 x (-£,.£)]. If x is the function
v:hich defines S as a section, r may be
assumed continuous on C .. Then the map
^:tt[C x {-f(y)}] •*- R defined by i|;(z)
= f(y) + x(z) is continuous, and has an upper
bound F on a conditionally compact invariant
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neighborhood A1-A2... The map <$> can. be - extend
—
ed continuously to a map $ on an' open neigh
—
borhocd of y(x) y and A3 can.be taken, as a
subset of that neighborhood.. Further/ 4>: can be
modified on Tr[Sn A. 3 , (-e, e) I so that~ $: retains
Its continuity and has the desired properties.
One can then advance S fTAz. successively by a
.A.
time 2£, adjusted appropriately by the. map f
so as to return precisely to. S IXA:3=j. and per
forming the modifications on 4> at each stage, .
Then q(U ) is open in K„, and K ~q(U ) is
closed. Since Ky is of dimension 0. by Lemma
7-3, there is an open and closed neighborhood
N , s about q(x)^= q[Y(x)l) in K which sepa--
rates q(x) from K ~q.(U
r
).. Since K is locally
compact, N , v may be taken, compact . . Now q
Is continuous and proper, so q (N , .. ) is
open, closed, compact, and invariant. Thus
U may be assumed open, closed, compact,. and
invariant. Then Y may be covered with a count-
able collection [U. ] .
°°
n ,
with &,. defined on
1 i=l H 1
each U. with the desired properties.. Since
U
x
and U 2 are each open and closed,, the. same
Is true of u^-Uj.. Define the function £ 2
on UjUU;, by
"4» ! ( x ) , If x e u i
<j) 2 (x) , if x e U 2 ~Ui
27
J 2 (x) = .

Then <j>2 retains the desired properties on
U1UU2, because U x © (tf2~Ui) is a separation
on U1UU2, and the properties exist on each of:
Ui and Uz^Ui.- Suppose $,: UjijU^j .....UU. -*- S'1
has been defined with the desired properties
retained on its domain. Repeat the above
process with U l redefined to be Jl\ UU^U . ...UU. ,
and U 2 redefined to be U", , , , to obtain <£. ,
,
k+l J y k+l
: U 1 UU 2 U...UU # S l with the desired pro-
perties retained. Mow for each x in Y, de-
fined k(x) to be the least integer such that
x is in U . Define
<f>
: Y -»- S 1 by
^
(x) = ?k(x) (x) *
Since the U. are open and closed, and each
<j), is continuous, <j> Is likewise continuous
and retains, the desired properties .
|j
Lemma 7 • 5 : There is an open invariant set U
containing B t , and a continuous map ft : U -» S 1 ,
such that for some £ > 0, a!3 positive t < 2c
,
and all x in U, <$(x) < cfr(xt), and such that if
q: U >• L is the quotient map which identifies
each orbit in U with a point, then q x $ -:U=>K * S'
is a honeomorpbisr .
Let a be such that B ? and B ..- = .. If.
a a+1
a = 0, the lemma is trivial.. Assume a > I...
If a = 1, there Is by Lemma 7.^ a map (Jji'.Bi+S 1
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with the desired proper-ties.. If a > 11,. one.
may construct such a map $i. by an Iterative:
scheme
:
Now A | is continuous,, and by Lemma 7.1,
a
B is compact and invariant,, and the dimension
of B is at most one.. By Lemma J.^,. there is
a map $ : B * S L with the desired properties,
and a continuous extension. <fr to an open
neighborhood U about B retains thos^e pro-° a a
perties. Let W = U ^B ,. Define the quo-
ex a a- 1
tient map q , : B _ ~B -*- K , , which
^ M a-1 a-1 a a-1
identifies each orbit in B ~B to a point.
a-1 a
By Lemma 7-3* q
_ T
is open and proper, and
K - is locally compact,. Hausdorf, 2°, and
O-demensional. E -r^wl is compact,, and
a-1 a
since q , is proper,, q T (B ..~W' ) is compact,M a-1 ^ ^ ' ^a—1 a-1 a
hence closed. Then choose any p in
K ~q n fB ,~W ) » and let fi be an open and
a-1 a-1 a-1 a *
closed set about Q n (B ~W ) which misses p..
a-1 a-1 a
Then Y = q~ , (ft) is an open and closed set
a a-1
in B , which contains B ~W .. Then the
a-1 a-1 a
mapping $ is continuous and has the desired
properties on the subset B ~V of its
a-l a
domain. Define <b , :: B T -*- S 1 byY a-1 a-1
Viw M/<f> T












is still continuous and retains
the desired properties. After iterating this.
process finitely many times,, one obtains-
<J> 1 : Bi * S , which is continuous and retains
the desired properties.
A continuous extension <p exists which
retains the desired properties on an open
neighborhood U about Bi. Wow FT is compact,
M~U is closed (hence compact), and A is con-
tinuous on M~UtM~Bi. Therefore X is bounded
on M~U. Let A = sup{A(x): x e M~u} . Then
tt(M~Ux[0,A] ) is compact (hence closed),, and
invariant. Then U a = {x e Kv. y(x)^u}
=M~tt(M~Ux[0,A]) is an open, invariant subset of
U containing Bi, and- <J) is continuous and
retains the desired properties en U° .
|
Montgomery has shown ([12], page 22 4) that a pointwise
periodic homeomorphism of a connected manifold onto itself
is periodic . The proof of Theorem 7 involves the construc-
tion of a pointv.rise periodic map on a local section which
meets every trajectory of the open set about Bi (guaranteed
by Lemma 7.5), using the map <£ of Lemma 7-5 to construct the
section. Montgomery's theorem implies that the pointwise
periodic map is periodic, and the periodicity of the. section
is extended to periodicity of the open, invariant set to.
obtain a bound for \ on the open set and on M.
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Proof of Theorem 7 : Choose an open, invariant
neighborhood U about B r and a map £:: U. -* S 1 ,.
such that <£ is continuous and has the proper-
ties described for <p in Lemma 7-5 an U.. Let.
£ > be such that for every x: in U,. < t
< 2e => 4>(x) < $(xt). For every x in. U,. X(x)<°°
Now let x e U, and suppose that for no y in
y(x), <J>(y) = 1- Then #[y(x)] is a subset of
an interval in S 1 , hence well-ordered. Cover-
ing y( x ) with a finite number of overlapping
arcs of the form tt[ {x } x (-£,.£)!, it becomes
clear that for all y £ T(x) and all
t E (-e,X(x) + e)
, that <J>(y) < <Kyt). But
and X(x) are both in (-£,X(x) + e) and cj)(x.)
= 4>[xX(x).] (r').Then every orbit in U meets
<J) (1). Further, <£~ (1) is a section of
extent £, since 4> is continuous and monotone
on 7t|tt[0~ 1 (1) x {_ e }] x (0,2£)| = tt[(|)- 1 (1)
x (-e,e)]. Thus <+> (1) is a local section
which meets every trajectory in U .. Further,
since B i is a compact subspace of the locally
connected 2-manifold M, and since U is an
open invariant neighborhood of Bi. ,. it follows:
that U has a finite number of components IX'..,
.
each of which is an open and invariant, sub-
manifold of dimension 2. Further by conti—
L-l
nu ity of 4>ott } Tr[<j>
x (l)nU i
x (-£,£)] is a
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neighborhood of any p in <j>~ (l)flU.; hence
tt[<J>~ (l)nu x (-e,e)] is a 2-manifold. By an
argument identical in form to that used in
Theorem 1 to show that level surfaces are
(n-l)-manifolds , one can show that $ (l)nU.
is a connected 1-manifold. Since the U. are
1
finite in number and each is invariant, assume
4>~ (1) is connected. Let f: <J>~ (1) -* R be
defined by the conditions that f(x) > 0,
< t < f(x) => xt i (f)~
1 (l), and xf(x) e (f)
-1
(l).
By the argument in the proof of Lemma 7.4,
f is continuous. Moreover, the Poincare map
g = Tr°id x f (g(x) = xf(x)) is a homeomor-
phism of
(J)
(1) onto itself, and since for
each x in .§~ (1) there is an integer n such
that x = g (x), g is pointwise periodic. By
Montgomery's theorem, g is periodic. Then for
some k, g [<fT (1)] = <J>~" (1), and since f has
an upper bound, F, every point returns to it-
self at a time less than a time T = kF . There-
fore X is clearly bounded above by T on § (1),
and since A is invariant under the flow and
every trajectory in U meets <|> (1), X is
bounded above by T on U. But X is also bound-
ed above on M~U, since M~U is compact, and
X is continuous on M~U. Therefore X is bound-
ed above on M. Further, since X is lower
32

semicontinuous on R, it achieves its lower
bound, and A > Q everywhere.. Then X has a
positive lower bound on M.. Assume X Ll on
M (for if not, one may reparameterize it so
that the statement becomes true).. Let A be. an
upper bound for \ on M, Choose any orbit y
in M and x e y. Let a be an arc section
through x, and using the argument above define
the function f on a and the Poincare map g-
X X
on a. Let KT = [A + I], q = NT, and define a
collection [U.] ..%. of open neighborhoods of
x in a such that g (U. 1T )^U... Now for each y&
x l+l 1 J
in U , there is an r < N such that g (y) = y
Q. x
(since X is bounded below by 1 and above by A-) •
Then g * .is the identity on U . Nov; there is
^x q
an arc W = n . q
-, g (U )c U which is invari-
x i=l tox q q
ant under g . For any y in W . let t (y)X X
= f(y), t2 (y) = f gx (y), ... s t q (y)
= fog^y).
Let F : W + R be defined by F (y) = L5 n t.(y)XX X ^1-1 1
Note that for y in W , yF (y) = gv °g„ (y)X X XX
= v. and that F is a composition of ccntin-j > x
uous functions, hence continuous. For any z.
in Orb W let T(z) be the least nonnegative
time such that zt is in W .. Let F *:: Orb W
X X X
+ R be defined by F *(z) = F" £zT(z)l., Then.
X- X













Then F * Is Invariant under the Clow and- con—
tinuous. Further,. If z Is in Orb W'fTOrb. W " .
.
* x y'
F*(z)=F*(z).. So caver M' with, a finite
x y
number of open, sets QQrb V7'.,I ". i} and define:
F:M * R by F(x.) = F.*(x),. where i is the:
least integer such that x Is In W.... Then F
is continuous, and if 8-r.M'x-S. 1 -* - M is defined:
by 6(x,s) = ir[x r sF(x)], then 6 is an S 1 action
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